3rd Marie Sklodowska-Curie Symposium on  
Cancer Research and Care  
Roswell Park Comprehensive Center, Buffalo, NY  
September 20-22, 2023

Sponsorship opportunities available

Our goal is to promote collaborations between cancer researchers and care providers, biotech, pharma, nonprofit organizations and policymakers from the U.S., Canada, and countries of Central and Eastern Europe, to accelerate the development and clinical testing of new cancer treatments and improving patient care.

By sponsoring this conference, you will have the opportunity to meet leading clinical oncology investigators from the US, Canada, Central and Eastern Europe and participate in the free exchange of ideas for new clinical trials and other collaborative research initiatives.

**Diamond Sponsor; $15,000**
- Company/Institute logo on web page and printed program
- Company/Institute (and/or dedication) information included in the web page and printed program (1/2 page)
- Table /Display space
- Oral Presentation (15 minutes with slides)
- Corporate/Institute Slide Deck to run in cumulative loop during breaks/lunch (4 slides)

**Platinum Sponsor; $10,000**
- Company/Institute logo on web page and program
- Table /Display space
- Oral Presentation (10 minutes with slides)
- Corporate/Institute Slide Deck to run in cumulative loop during breaks/lunch (3 slides)

**Gold Sponsor; $5,000**
- Company/Institute logo on web page and program
- Table /Display space
- Corporate/Institute Slide Deck to run on cumulative loop during breaks/lunch (2 slides)

**Silver Sponsor; $2,000**
- Company/Institute logo on web page and program
- Table /Display space
- Corporate/Institute Slide Deck to run in cumulative loop during breaks/lunch (1 slide)

**Bronze Sponsor; $1,000**
- Company/institute logo on web page and program

If you wish to support this event, please reach out to Mary Lou Conroy (mary.conroy@roswellpark.org) or Sharon Coutch (sharon.coutch@roswellpark.org) for more information.